
Griffin Hammond
Video Production

Combined Synchronization and Master Use 
License Agreement for Music

This Combined Synchronization and Master Use License Agreement (“License”) is made and 
entered into on November 17, 2013, by and between  
Griffin Hammond (director of “Sriracha”) and [COMPOSER], (Licensors of Composition)  
and [RECORDIST]. (Licensor of Master Recording)

1. “Artist” and Name or description of “Composition”:  
[ARTIST AND SONG TITLE]

2. The “Master” is the master recording of the Composition embodying the performance of the 
Artist.

3. The “Picture” is the documentary produced by Griffin Hammond, entitled “Sriracha.” 
4. The Territory of this license is throughout the world. The Term of this license is in perpetuity.
5. Licensors hereby irrevocably license and grant to Griffin Hammond the following perpetual 

and nonexclusive rights and licenses:
5.1. to record, arrange, dub, reproduce, perform, and synchronize the Composition and 

the Master, or any portion thereof, in the soundtrack of or in timed relation with the 
Picture;

5.2. to make copies of the Picture embodying the Composition and the Master, and to 
distribute, and to license and authorize others to distribute, such copies throughout 
the world in any medium or forum, whether now known or hereinafter created;

6. Limitations: The rights granted herein expressly do not include the right to record, arrange, 
reproduce, perform, distribute, or otherwise use or exploit either the Composition or the 
Master in any manner separately or independently of the production or marketing of the 
Picture. All rights not explicitly granted to Griffin Hammond in this license are reserved 
exclusively by the Licensors. Any use of either the Composition or the Master in a 
soundtrack album derived from the Picture shall be subject to a separate written agreement 
to be negotiated in good faith between the parties.

7. Licensors hereby represent and warrant that they control the rights to the Composition and 
Master Recording, and have full power and authority to grant this license.

8. Compensation: For the rights granted in this Agreement, Griffin Hammond shall pay a flat 
licensing fee of $200 to the Licensors.

Agreed to and accepted by:

Signature of Griffin Hammond: ___________________________________________

Signatures of Licensors:

[COMPOSER]: ___________________________________________

[RECORDIST]: ___________________________________________


